Keanu Reeves Wins the 2009 Toyota Pro/Celebrity Race
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Keanu Reeves, the star of blockbuster films like The Matrix and The Return of Anvil! The Story of Anvil! (coming soon), proved that he is also an impressive driver. Reeves finished first among celebrities in a mixed field that included 505 other participants. Reeves, who drove a red and white Toyota racing suit, and took the checkered flag with great enthusiasm for a great cause. He is an active supporter of many charities, including Angelwear, City of Hope, the Entertainment Industry Foundation, and the American Heart Association.

Other participating celebrities included former racer Arby Roach, former talk show host John Fenton, comedian Carlos histo, and motorsports legend Estelle: The Face Behind Jonathan. The event is a popular tradition during the festivities of the Grand Prix weekend, and had car racing as its main feature. The drivers are not allowed to practice driving beforehand, but rather compete on the day of the race. Reeves proved that he is a force to be reckoned with on the track, and that it made car racing any safer.
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